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Introduction

HE National Aeronautics and Space Administration
T(NASA) and other agencies are currently conducting studies on the performance penalties that might occur when airfoils operate under heavy-rain conditions. The studies to date are primarily of an experimental nature and, for practical reasons, are conducted at subscale. Since incorrect extrapolation of test results to full scale can seriously impact performance predictions, it is critical to have in hand detailed scaling laws. These laws will assure that tests conducted at subscale are relevant to the performance of aircraft.
The effect of rainfall about aircraft has received considerable attention in the literature. However, the bulk of this work is concerned with rain erosion resulting from highspeed droplet impacts with the aircraft surface.' The first reported investigation of the effect of heavy rain on the performance of aircraft was published in 1941 by In this report, the author concludes that the added drag of rain impacting the aircraft exacted the greatest performance penalty, but that this penalty did not seem to be a safety concern. This conclusion, however, was reached without considering the performance margins that exist during landing. This author has been unable to find any additional published work until 1983 when Luers and his colleague Haines published two articles discussing heavy rain penalties on followed by a subsequent article by The conclusion of this work was that, under extremely heavy rain, the rain-roughened wing could suffer a decrease in stall angle with maximum lift coefficient reductions of 30%. In the same time period, Calarese and published an analytic study showing that, under heavy-rain conditions, the lift of an airfoil actually increased. However, their analysis neglected the droplet interactions with the wing surface and the resulting splash-back and surface roughing effects.
The remaining published investigations on performance penalties associated with operation under heavy-rain conditions were presented at an AIAA meeting in 1985. They include the results of a recent test program conducted by on a flapped NACA 64-210 section. These tests confirm at subscale that performance penalties can occur when the airfoil is operating in very severe rainfall. Another paper demonstrates that under heavy-rain conditions, laminar airfoils such as those used on gliders, but tested at subscale, are also susceptible to a performance penalty.' It is clear from the above that performance penalties on airfoils have been identified in subscale tests. Therefore, it is of great importance that scaling laws be developed to aid in the extrapolation of these data to full-scale. This paper
